Habitat of the Blin People
The Blin area is generally known as Bogos. It is also called Senhit 1. Senhit lies between
the lowlands of Barka, Sahel and the Highlands of Hamasien. The Blin land is
surrounded by the lands of Maria, Habab and Bet-Juk on the north and Mensa’e on the
east, Beni-Amir on the west lowland and Hamasien (Tigrigna) on the south. It is a
strategic place between the highlands and lowlands of Eritrea. The Bogos land is known
by its hills and mountain masses. The altitude ranges from 400 to 2200m above sea
level. Highest peaks in this region include such as Emba-Selassie, EnjeHay, Lalimba,
Sala, Senkil, Shaluku, Sordim and Tiru, whose peaks reach about 2000m. The Anseba
River dissects the Bogos land flowing from the Hamasien highlands to lower areas of the
Bogos land and other territories of Sahel and Barka and further to Sudan. The Anseba
river waters have been flowing without any use, except some few seasonal plantations
by the farmers living beside the river.
The region can be divided into seven sub-regions traditionally by the Blin themselves.
1. ElaberEd and Seleba. This is the mountainous region that borders with the
Tigrigna speakers in the South East part of Senhit. It is well known with its orange
fruits and dairy products. Debre-sina shrine is famous located in the plateau of
Seleba mountains. The centre of this region is Eden. The villages and towns
include: Atkom, Eden, ElaberEd (Chindiq), Gush, Hadishadi, Hamedey, Jenbereq,
Robto, Shekha, Shieb, Terenkwa, Wasdenba.
2. Demat. This is that boarder with ElbaberEd in South East and other Tigrigna
speakers in South. The Anseba River is the source of their water for this region.
Halibmentel is the centre of the region. The villages in this region include: Adefa,
Bambi, Dermush, Deroqw, Dighi, Gelu, Guba-Legedre, Guba- Raki, Gurarikhw,
Halibmentel, Hager-Beklakhw, Hager-Qidakhw, Hager-Shigwakhw, Hashela,
Himeray, Jufa, Qunie, Sharki, Shawsh, Tsilale, Wesbensirekhw, and Yiqear.
3. Sekwina. This is the region across the Anseba River from Keren to East. On East
it boarders with the Mensae region of Tigre speakers. The centre of this region is
Feladareb. Mt. Enjehay and Mt. Tiru are the peaks of this region.Rivers like Meket
and Terekhbe are found in this region. The longest seasonal river runs from
Mensae through MaHabar and Shakat before it becomes a contributory to
Ansaba. The villages include: Ajerbeb, Aybaba, Beskdira, Dengurjiba, Feladareb,
Ferhen, Fesorukhw, Hangwel, Sanqa, Musha-Ayig, and Musha-ShebaH.
4. Keren and Megarih. This is the central part of the Senhit region. Keren is the biggest town and located at coordinates of 15°47′N 38°27′E / 15.783°N 38.45°E. The
town is founded in South-eastern part of the plains of Megarih.
The region is
surrounded by chain of mountains. Mt. Lalimba is one of the peak mountains in
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this region. Others include, Mt. Senkil, Mt. Emba and Mt. Eta-Abir, Mt. Zeban and the
Medeka chain mountains. River DeAri is the river that starts from the North-western end
of the region, Medeka, through the plains of MegariH and floods to River Anseba.
There are three main natural gates of communicating with other regions of the country.
Tsebab in the North East is the gateway to the Sahil region, Hashela in the South East is
the gateway to the capital city, Asmara, whereas Tinqulihas in South West is an outlet to
the west region of the country to Barka and Gash. The DeAri Shrine is one of the
famous places of the region, which is found in the Northern outskirts of Keren. The
villages and towns include: Gebrqurid-Erora, Gebsi, Hasheldikew, Keren, Lebeda,
Medeka, Megarih, Ona, and Shinnara.
5. Berakha (area bounded within Keren west area to DaErotya, Qebre Deamt (west
of Ashera, and adjacent to the gebruqur to the north). The centre of this region is
Hagad. It is the widest part of the Blin region. It is located in South west of Keren.
It borders with the Beni-Amir, Tigre speakers. Tinqulehas is very steep
escarpments, which is strategically important. It is the lifeline to Keren from
Western lowlands. Mt. Shaluku is highest in this region, from which one can
control most parts of Western Lowlands. Gonday and Shitel rivers are found in
this region.
This region can be divided into four main parts: Begu, Ashera, Glas and Hagad.
Begu Includes the vilages: AmUt, AshAla, Ashekirakhw, Ashidira, BehaymanotkoDige, Bosa, Enkmetri, Firdighi, GeAb, Gubene, Mahrekodighe.
Ashera includes the villages: Andelay, Chietet, Gelay-reqot, Meblatakhw, Qherotnejar, Sabrbejuk, Seqwar, and Shaftakhw.
Glas includes the villages: Abengulet, Enchinaq, Dob-At, Etesyoni-Himed,
Fareleba, Gidana, Glas, Lenshiya, and Tilu.
Hagad includes the villages: Aderde, Fana, Hagad, Idamer, Qushting, Janaterkhw,
and Sheqloti.
6. Jengeren. The centre of this region is Libena. This region is mostly inhabited by
the Taqur (Tawke). Like Mt. Emba are known in this region. Beyan River that
crosses the plains of Jengeren through Shitamu and to River Anseba is one of the
Known Rivers in the region. The region boarders with Bet-Juk in East and Halahal
and Habero in North. The villages in this subregion include: Abdera, Aribira,
Afchiruqw, Brikentiya, Chaeda-kirakhw, Dolokida, Forto, Gebeylekum, Gelejiba,
Gesew, Hibub, Jingula, Kikhin-angeb, Kurbabered, Libena, Shigulurtela, Serewa,
and Tringo.
7. Halhal (Deka). This region is the far north part of the Blin areas. Halhal means
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plateau in Blin. The centre of this region is Halhal. It is very fertile region. Mt. Sala
is known in this region. The main crops of this region are Barely unlike other
region of Blin area. This is due to its high altitude and cold climate. It boarders
with the Maria, Habab and Bina-Amir people of Tigre speakers. The villages in
this sub region include: Ad-eyay, Areda, Er-es, Fenshabeku, Gebey-alebu,
Halahal, Hizbayko-dige, Jinenayt, MeArki, Metkelabet, and Shesha.
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